Background: Vaccinia virus gene B1R encodes a serine/threonine protein kinase. In vitro this protein kinase phosphorylates ribosomal proteins Sa and S2 and vaccinia virus protein H5R, proteins that become phosphorylated during infection. Nothing is known about the sites phosphorylated on these proteins or the general substrate specificity of the kinase. The work described is the first to address these questions.
A gradient of 0-50% acetonitrile in 20 mM NaCl (in the absence of trifluoroacetic acid -i.e. at neutral pH) was used and the fractions 28 and 29 collected for sequence analysis). The direction of increasing gradient is from left to right in all three frames; the ultraviolet absorbance trace is labelled as A 280 , and the radioactivity trace as 32 P.
Figure 2
Sequence analysis of H5R phosphopeptide. Fraction 29 from Fig 1 was subjected to automatic Edman degradation, and the 32 P radioactivity released at each stage measured. The identity of the phenylthiohydantoin derivative from the first seven cycles was unequivocal and is indicated. 
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